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Congratulations on your recent purchase of the Latherking Model MFS Hot Lather Machine.  

Latherking has been the most recognized name in Professional Hot Lather Machines for over 50 

years.  We are proud that our products are MADE IN USA and will offer years of superior service.  

Please follow the operating instructions below and simple mixing guide to ensure your Latherking 

continues to perform like new. 

MODEL MFS OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS  

1. Plug machine into standard 110v outlet. 

2. Remove lid and fill reservoir with soap solution (see mixing instructions) making sure not 

to overfill.  Replace lid. 

3. Turn on/off switch to the “on” position.  Switch will illuminate when on.  The machine 

should remain on during hours of operation. 

4. Allow solution 20 minutes to heat up before using.  (Cool soap will not produce desired 

lather). 

5. Your new Latherking Model MFS offers a convenient “One Hand Operation”.  Depress the 

activation lever by placing your hand (palm up) on top of the lever and press down.  Allow 

the desired amount of hot lather to dispense then remove your hand from the activation 

lever.  (Note:  During initial start-up, there may be a delay in the lather being dispensed.  

This is normal to allow the solution time to enter the dispensing chamber and create 

lather.  Keep activation lever depressed until lather is dispensed.) 

6. Apply hot lather to your customers face, neck or other area to be shaved and let them 

experience the greatest shaving experience known. 

7. Turn on/off switch to the “off” position at the end of your operating hours. 

Note:  If there is any soap solution left in the reservoir overnight, mix well with finger 

before turning the machine back on the next day to blend any settling of concentrate.  

DO NOT IMMERSE 

Proper mixing instructions for Campbell’s Liquid Shave Cream 

For best results always use Distilled or Purified Water.  Do not use Hard Water. 

SHAKE BOTTLE OF CAMPBELL’S LIQUID SHAVE CREAM WELL UNTIL COMPLETELY MIXED 

Campbell’s Liquid Shave Cream is a highly concentrated formula.  Please shake well.   

Mix 4 ounces (1/2 bottle) of Campbell’s Liquid Shave Cream and 2 ounces (1/4 bottle) of 

Campbell’s Latherking Cleaner with One Gallon of Distilled or Purified Water.  Mix well to 

ensure all concentrate is blended fully with water.  Shake Solution prior to filling the 

Latherking reservoir each time to blend any settling of concentrate.   Foaming is normal. 

Solution can be made without using Campbell’s Latherking Cleaner for a thicker lather.  

However, to keep your machine running at peak performance, please follow cleaning 

instructions and suggested maintenance as listed on the next page. 
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Proper Cleaning Instructions and Suggested Maintenance 

For best results, perform instructions below to clean and maintain the good working order 

of your Latherking Model MFS. 

Suggested Maintenance 

If the soap solution (see page 1) is mixed using Campbell’s Lathering Cleaner, the following 

cleaning instructions should be performed twice each month (more often depending on 

use).  If the soap solution is mixed without Campbell’s Latherking Cleaner, the following 

cleaning instructions should be performed weekly (more often depending on use). 

1. Turn machine off.  

2. Empty soap reservoir and wipe out with cloth or paper towel. 

3. Add 4 caps full of Latherking Cleaner to the empty soap reservoir and 2-4 caps full 

of warm water.  Turn machine on. 

4. Hold cloth or paper towel under dispensing end and depress the activation lever 

several times until the cleaner solution is dispensed.  CAUTION:  Cleaner solution 

may be hot.  Use cloth or paper towel when dispensing during cleaning. 

5. Repeat if necessary. 

6. Once completed, empty any remaining cleaning solution and refill the soap 

reservoir with soap solution and continue use. 

Note:  Only use Campbell’s Liquid Shave Cream and Campbell’s Latherking Cleaner 

(available from your favorite Barber or Beauty Supply).  Using any other products may void 

the warranty and reduce performance. 

Thank you for your purchase.  We appreciate your business. 
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